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To provide the assurance of original quality, SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS 
carry the permanent, laser-engraved Quality Signature*.

* Lighting assortment only. Clear crystal 12 mm and above, colored crystal 18 mm and above. no signature 
with the colors Bordeaux, Jet and Emerald.

 and Swarovski® are registered trademarks. 

QUALITY
SIgnATUre

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS encapsulate all the beauty in the eye of 
the beholder, thanks to the purity, the precision cutting and perfect 
polishing of the crystals. The brand represents the rich cultural 
tradition of central Europe, and the ethics and technological  
innovation that are Swarovski hallmarks.

Love  
AT fIrST LIghT

The MADE WITH SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS label serves as a certificate 
of authenticity. It marks products exclusively trimmed with genuine 
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS. 

CerTIfICATe  
of AUThenTICITY
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AdvAnCed CrYSTAL
the new dna oF crystal

The advantage to being first is that you get to set  
the agenda. Throughout its long history, Swarovski 
has pioneered technologies and accomplished 
visions that have made waves far beyond the bounds 
of its own industry. Now Swarovski is stepping 
forward to announce a dramatic change in the DNA 
of its crystal: the ADVANCED CRYSTAL standard.

ADVANCED CRYSTAL is a pioneering, lead-free* crystal  
formula that combines perfect light distribution with 

the highest luminosity and color intensity to form  
a crystal with infinite brilliance – characteristics that 
make Swarovski the benchmark within the industry. 

With the development of this market-leading formula, 
Swarovski has created a crystal composition of 
carefully selected ingredients that does not require the 
addition of lead, while still providing the same sparkle, 
dependability, and variety for which it has been 
famous for more than 100 years.** 

making Beauty measuraBle:

5Cs for QUALITY

Beauty, as the saying goes, is in the eye of the 
beholder. The incomparable precision-cut crystal 
of SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS conveys beauty in all 
its diverse forms. Above and beyond subjective 
perception, the quality and value of crystal can be 
determined by objective criteria regardless of the 
material of which it is composed. Just as the value 
of a diamond is graded on the basis of the “4 Cs”, 
the value of a crystal is determined by the “5 Cs”. 

Swarovski is continually streamlining and developing 
each one of these five quality criteria and thus meets 
the highest standards with utmost precision, resulting 
in unrivalled brilliance.

Cut. Only cutting of the greatest precision is 
capable of lending crystal exceptional brilliance. 

Exact faceting is required to wholly achieve the 
prismatic effect of the crystal and bring out its full 
beauty. The more precisely the crystal is cut, the 
greater its brilliance.

Clarity. Crystal only has purity and clarity to the 
extent that it is free of inclusions such as cloudy 

spots, streaks, and bubbles. This requires the purest 
raw material and processing techniques that are 
carried out flawlessly.

Color. Perfect crystal is also characterized 
by color intensity and fidelity, independent 

of size and cut. If a crystal reflects light particularly 
well and disperses all its spectral colors, it will give 
rise to a fiery play of color in both the crystal and the 
immediate environment.

Contour. Meticulous quality control in 
Swarovski’s manufacturing process ensures 

perfectly shaped, flawlessly faceted crystals.

Care. Sustainability concerning the selection 
and composition of ingredients, responsible 

production, and conscientious handling of legislation, 
customers, and the environment are essential values 
in modern crystal production.

 * Crystal glass and all other materials containing 0.009 % lead or less.
 ** Please note: All the novelties are already available in the ADVANCED CRYSTAL standard. The remaining assortment will gradually transition to ADVANCED CRYSTAL standard.
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Spin Drop, Crystal

SpIn drop

Sprinkling like water, the engraved spiral of the Spin Drop creates 
illusions of infinity. This dynamically dazzling cut perfectly 
complements the Romantic and Glamour inspirations. Conjuring up 
dreams of romantic castles, this quirky cut is perfect for understated 
baroque chandelier interpretations.
The playful gyroscope magically transports us into a whirling world 
of wonder. In a circus of reflections, it mixes elements from different 
cultures to compose fantastically glamorous pieces.

• Classic drop shape with modern faceting around the crystal.
• Beautiful and playful crystal perfectly suited  

for use as an end piece.
• Represents a modern and innovative design approach.

• Available in 76 mm.

Trend Relation: Romantic, Glamour
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reCTAngULAr 
prISm

The simplicity of the Rectangular Prism inspires 
elegantly classic and opulently glamorous designs. The 
clear aesthetics of this elevated prism will complement 
traditional chandeliers, with exclusive Crystal Strands 
adding a classic sophistication to spaces. Faceted on 
both sides, its magnificent brilliance enhances glamorous 
luster creations, opulently reflecting vibrancy and color in 
contrast with the simplicity of the silhouette.

• Classic prism shape that comes with  
faceting on both sides.

• This modern version of the Prism offers  
the possibility for contrast and even more  

brilliance than the existing ones. 
• Available in one-hole and two-hole variants. 

• Each variant comes in three sizes  
(50 mm, 63 mm, 76 mm).

Trend Relation: Classic, Glamour

Rectangular Prism, Crystal

Polygon Drop, Crystal

• Classic drop shape with asymmetric and organic faceting.
• Combines precise cut with natural raw look.

• Comes in four sizes (50 mm, 63 mm, 76 mm, 100 mm).

Trend Relation: Classic, Progressive

A union of archaic irregularity and ice-like precision, 
the Polygon Drop’s shape suits both classic and 
progressive lighting designs. This reinterpretation 
of the Drop adds a more eccentric edge to genuine 
classical chandeliers, appealing to the hunter and 

gatherer within. Its precious imperfection brings the 
spirit of rocks into surreal and progressive lighting 
designs, and picks up on the trend toward natural and 
organic looks. 

poLYgon drop
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Pear Shape, Crystal Blue Shade
Vibe, Crystal Blue Shade
Dahlia, Crystal Blue Shade

The two new lighting effects unite inspiration from our nurturing earth 
and water as the source of all life on it.

•·Subtly sophisticated without being flashy or over the top.  
It can be easily combined with other color ranges.

• Longevity: unlike some other colors, blue consistently claims  
a presence in the design ethos –  

either as a background or as a core focus color.

Trend Relation: Classic, Progressive, Glamour

Associated with the sky, transparent Crystal Blue Shade is perfect  
for ceiling lights. The shade complements our Classic, Progressive, 
and Glamour directions. This calm and gentle color speaks of 
cleanness and clarity. It will enhance classic chandeliers while 
paying tribute to English eccentrics and the weather. The soft aura of 
Crystal Blue Shade brings lightness and freedom, and evokes surreal 
dreams as a part of progressive lighting designs. Reflecting the joy of 
life expressed in the Glamour theme, this hue offers myriad design 
possibilities for a chromatic world of wonders.

Color Harmonies

cool palette

timeless palette

pastel palette

CrYSTAL 
bLUe ShAde

dark  
sapphire

crystal
Blue shade

medium  
sapphire

Antique 
green

crystal
Blue shade

crystal 
silver night

crystal 
golden teak

crystal  
Bronze shade

crystal  
golden shadow

crystal
Blue shade

crystal crystal  
silver shade

crystal 
Blue aB

crystal  
golden shadow

lighting & spaces innovations 2013
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crystal
Bronze shade

crystal 
Blue shade

medium 
sapphire

dark 
sapphire

crystal

crystal
Bronze shade

Jet crystal  
silver night

crystal 
golden teak

crystal  
golden shadow

crystal  
silver shade

•·Elegant and sophisticated, it adds strength and depth to any design.
• It is a subtly strong shade that is perfect when used in  

combination with other crystal colors and effects.
• Extremely versatile, very good combination possibilities  
with other metallic effects (e.g. Crystal Golden Shadow,  

Crystal Silver Night, Crystal Silver Shade). 

Trend Relation: Classic, Progressive, Romantic

CrYSTAL 
bronze ShAde

No other effect could be as timeless and iconic for interiors as Crystal 
Bronze Shade. It lends itself extraordinarily well to all spaces while 
being especially suited to the Classic, Progressive, and Romantic 
inspirations. Reminiscent of wood, this deeply elegant shimmer adds 
a warm chalet feeling to classic lighting designs. The semi-metallic 
effect will create a mysterious glimmer in progressive chandelier 
interpretations. Crystal Bronze Shade seems to breathe history and 
thus ideally complements romantic luster creations with a dark 
vintage feel.

Pear Shape, Crystal Bronze Shade
Oloid, Crystal Bronze Shade
Vibe, Crystal Bronze Shade

Color Harmonies

warm Fall palette

cool palette

timeless palette

crystal
golden shadow

crystal
Bronze shade

topaz crystal 
red magma

lighting & spaces innovations 2013
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Combining crystal elegance with textile versatility, 
Crystaltex Chaton Banding particularly complements 
the Classic, Romantic, and Glamour themes. With 
its radiant shine, it adds a magnificent glaze to 
lighting surfaces and transforms classic interiors into 
sophisticated works of art. Crystaltex Chaton Banding 

enchantingly converts baroque lighting objects into 
romantic masterpieces, fulfilling the growing desire 
for dreamlike luxury. Its opulent brilliance renders 
chandelier designs into statements of never-ending 
glamour, creating luxurious worlds of crystalline 
wonder. 

CrYSTALTex ChATon bAndIng*

• Crystaltex Chaton Banding is made up of small XILION Chatons set in a transparent  
adhesive film that comes in different widths, colors, and effects.

• Due to the close arrangement of the highly brilliant XILION Chatons, the carrier material is almost invisible. 
• It comes as a Hotfix element or in a self-adhesive -It version. 

• Crystaltex Chaton Banding adds an exciting and luxurious statement to various designs –  
be it a traditional chandelier, a modern lighting object, or a lampshade.

Trend Relation: Classic, Romantic, Glamour

* Please see legal note on page 23.

Crystaltex Chaton Banding, Crystal and Black Diamond

CrYSTAL roCkS*

Combining eccentricity, wild imperfection, and a 
luxurious glow, this genuine product complements 
the Classic, Progressive, and Glamour themes. Crystal 
Rocks gives classic crafted pieces an edgy touch of 
crystal. The sensorial aspect adds an extra dimension 
that emphasizes the shift toward the real and 
authentic. Crystal Rocks is a smart rebel that strikes 

with unexpected irregularity and magically enhances 
progressive lighting designs with its futuristic glimmer. 
Vibrantly shimmering Crystal Rocks offers rich design 
possibilities in a range of colors as diverse as we are. 
Set to become a glamour icon, it adds a dramatic 
element to expressive chandeliers.

• Double-pointed Chatons create an eye-catching effect and make Crystal Rocks  
an innovative and luxuriously sparkling design element.

• With its metallic look, the Crystal Comet Argent Light effect is perfectly suited  
to use in lighting and interior design.

• Effects change dramatically depending on the Crystal Rocks film,  
unleashing even more design potential.

• The Special Motif Service enables the design of customized motives and patterns.

Trend Relation: Classic, Progressive, Glamour

Crystal Rocks, Crystal Comet Argent Light
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CrYSTAL fAbrIC*

This extremely versatile product is suitable for all 
trend inspirations. Lending a refined sheen to bespoke 
interiors, Crystal Fabric fits in perfectly with the 
gatherer’s mindset of the Classic theme. Flickering 
with light, Crystal Fabric will gently elevate baroque 
lighting designs and transport us into the tender 
world of dark romance. Extraordinarily adaptable 

and flexible, it mimics its surroundings and adds 
a mysterious crystal coating to progressive lighting 
objects. It will blend fantastically into opulent 
chandelier interpretations and bring even more 
radiance to the cheerful mix of cultures we find in the 
Glamour inspiration.

• Crystal Fabric is a durable transparent film completely covered by millions of tiny cut  
and uncut crystals, which is available as banding or a motif.

• The newly launched metallic effect Crystal Comet Argent Light on Crystal Fabric can be combined  
with Crystal Rocks in the same effect or used as an eye-catching stand-alone product. 

• Its light weight and resilience make Crystal Fabric a creative and very versatile product for any design.
• Due to its transparency, Crystal Fabric changes its look and effect depending on the carrier material.

• Crystal Fabric comes as a Hotfix element or in a self-adhesive -It version. 

Trend Relation: Classic, Progressive, Romantic, Glamour

Crystal Fabric, Crystal Metallic Light Gold

* Please see legal note on page 23.
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The position of the laser engraved Quality Signature is shown with a red dot.

article numBers siZes colors / eFFects

8611 drop
63 x 13 mm crystal golden teak

8721 pear shape
89 x 52 mm crystal Blue aB

article numBers siZes colors / eFFects

8901 Pendeloque
100 x 70 mm crystal golden teak

8930 Pendeloque
100 x 59 mm 
100 x 59 mm 
150 x 88 mm

crystal golden teak 
crystal golden shadow 
crystal golden teak

line extensions

LIghTIng ComponenTS

new shapes

article numBer siZe color

8950 Spin Drop
306 176 76 mm crystal

8950  Polygon Drop
307 150 
307 163 
307 176 
307 100

50 x 13 mm 
63 x 19 mm 
76 x 20 mm 
100 x 25 mm

crystal 
crystal 
crystal 
crystal 

article numBer siZe color

8950  Rectangular Prism / 1-hole
404 150 
404 163 
404 176

50 x 19 mm 
63 x 24 mm 
76 x 29 mm

crystal 
crystal 
crystal 

8950 Rectangular Prism / 2-hole
404 250 
404 263  
404 276

50 x 19 mm 
63 x 24 mm 
76 x 29 mm

crystal 
crystal 
crystal

new effects crystal Blue shade / crystal BronZe shade

article numBer siZe eFFect

8901 Pendeloque
63 x 43 mm 
63 x 43 mm 

crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 

8930 Pendeloque
76 x 44 mm 
76 x 44 mm

crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade

8950 Vibe
202 176 76 x 30 x 43 mm 

76 x 30 x 43 mm 
crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 

8950 Briolette
305 100 100 x 25 mm 

100 x 25 mm 
crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 

8950 Dahlia
005 150 50 x 24 mm crystal Blue shade 

8950 Oloid
203 163 63 x 41 mm crystal Bronze shade

article numBer siZe eFFect

8115 Octagon Lily / 1-hole
14 mm 
14 mm 
 

crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade

8116  Octagon Lily / 2-hole
14 mm 
14 mm

crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 

8502  Bead
 10 mm 

10 mm
crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 

8558 Ball
30 mm 
30 mm 
40 mm 
40 mm

crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 
crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade

8611 drop
40 x 11 mm 
40 x 11 mm

crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 

8721 pear shape
38 x 22 mm 
38 x 22 mm 
50 x 29 mm 
50 x 29 mm 
63 x 37 mm 
63 x 37 mm

crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 
crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade 
crystal Blue shade 
crystal Bronze shade

20 21
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* Legal Note: The forward-integrated elements referred to are expressed as inspirations for ideas and such products have not been tested for use in conjunction with any lighting 
products. Swarovski assumes no liability whatsoever in connection with subsequent processing including further integrated use of Swarovski products in particular with any lighting 
products. Product specifications and technical advice whether oral, in writing, and through tests by Swarovski are given to the best of our current knowledge and information 
provided by our suppliers. Such advice does not discharge Client from carrying out its own tests of proposed techniques and determination of suitability of Swarovski crystals 
for the intended application. The application, use, and processing of these techniques and products are the sole responsibility of Client. Client shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
Swarovski harmless from any and all third-party claims based on product liability or otherwise relating to the use of Swarovski products purchased by Client, and waives all its own 
claims.

cRYstal faBRic

Crystal Fabric is available as a Hotfix or in a self-adhesive -It version either with a transparent or a black film, and comes in the following effects:

Crystal Fabric Banding

Crystal Fabric Banding comes in the following widths:

• 1 cm • 3 cm • 10 cm
• 2 cm • 5 cm • 15 cm

Please note: Crystaltex Chaton Bandings come on a reel of 10 meters. The bandings may be supplied in separate pieces rather than a full length of 10 meters.

Crystal Fabric Motives

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS also offers motives made with Crystal Fabric. As well as the Crystal Fabric Standard Motives, it is also possible to 
order motives that meet your individual needs via the Special Motif Service. 

customization possibilities:

• Min. size: 10 x 10 mm
• Max. size: 680 x 1800 mm (Hotfix version)/380 x 235 mm (-It version)
• Min. Crystal Fabric surface: 3 mm (Hotfix version)/4 mm (-It version)

For further information regarding these forward-integrated elements, please refer to the SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Collection or contact your 
local Swarovski representative.

forwArd-InTegrATed eLemenTS

With the Special Motif Service, it is possible to order Crystal Rocks according to your individual needs. 

customization possibilities:

• Min. size: 15 x 15 mm or effective surface of 2.25 cm2

• Max. size: 400 x 330 mm
• Min. Crystal Rocks surface: 9 mm

Please note that some effects come with a transparent or a black film. Depending on the film, Crystal Rocks can change its look dramatically.

cRYstal RocKs

Crystal Rocks is a Hotfix product only available as a motif and comes in the following effects:

**010 Transparent Film
***012 Black Film

Crystal
Aurore Boreale**
001 aB

Crystal
Comet Argent Light**
001 cal 

Crystal
Silver Shade**
001 ssha 

Crystal
Golden Shadow**
001 gsha 

Crystal
Red Magma** 
001 redm

Crystal
Red Magma*** 
001 redm

Crystal
Bermuda Blue*** 
001 BBl 

Crystal
Silver Shade*** 
001 ssha 

Crystal
Metallic Light Gold***
001 mlgld

Crystal
Aurore Boreale*** 
001 aB

Jet***
280

New

cRYstaltex chaton BanDinG

Crystaltex Chaton Banding is available as a Hotfix or in a self-adhesive -It version, and comes in the following colors and effects:

Crystal
001

Crystal Aurore Boreale 
001 aB

Crystal Silver Shade
001 ssha 

Crystal Golden Shadow
001 gsha 

Crystal Dorado
001 dor 

Rose
209 

Fuchsia
502 

Light Siam
227

Tanzanite
539 

Dark Indigo
288 

Aquamarine
202 

Indicolite
379 

Khaki
550 
 
Smoked Topaz
220 

Black Diamond
215

Jet Hematite
280 hem 

Jet
280

Crystaltex Chaton Banding comes in the following widths:

• 2 – 10 rows and
• 88 rows 

Please note: Crystaltex Chaton Bandings come on a reel of 5 meters. The bandings may be supplied in separate pieces rather than a full length of 5 meters.  
The SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS assortment also includes Crystaltex Chaton Motives. For further information please refer to the SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Collection or contact your 
local Swarovski representative.

**010 Transparent Film
***012 Black Film

Crystal
Aurore Boreale**
001 aB

Crystal
Golden Shadow**
001 gsha 

Crystal
Comet Argent Light**
001 cal 

Crystal
Comet Argent Light***
001 cal 

Crystal
Metallic Light Gold***
001 mlgld

Crystal
Dorado***
001 dor

Crystal
Moonlight***
001 mol

Jet 
Hematite***
280 hem

New

New

22 23
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romantic

reLIve  
hISTorY

Look at the future and reflect on the past, blending 
tomorrow’s comforts with the décor of yesteryear. 

glamour

enChAnTIng
orIenT

Passion is blown in from the Orient –  
meet the richness of inspiring designs and bring  

its magic to today’s palaces.

classic

hUnTerS
And gAThererS

Hunters and gatherers are always hoping to discover 
a rare collectible that has withstood time.

progressive

expLore The
eArTh

Discover the earth, be adventurous, and dare to lift 
your feet off the ground to meet the sky.

InSpIrATIonS

24 25
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DesiGn
By combining a transparent glass structure with  
luxurious golden details, this upside-down interpretation  
of a classic chandelier is given an interesting modern 
twist. Individual Polygon Drops are suspended from  
the lampshades on transparent threads and 
highlighted by LEDs from above. The inside of this 
subtle cream lampshade is accentuated with Crystal 
Fabric. More Polygon Drops are plugged into rubber 
casings on the chandelier’s arms and fixed into the 
round metal casing around the candles. 

inspiRation
as hunters and gatherers we seek design and 
architecture with a historic background, an emotional 
overtone, a story, and traceable roots. We search for 
the original, the valuable, and the unique. Reversed 
chandeliers refresh our view of history and add a 
contemporary edge. Eclectic combinations of crystals 
and traditional shapes both surprise and inspire.

CLASSIC
lighting inspiration From the swarovski elements  

in-house design team
“The world, seen from a different angle.”

1. warm, precious wood for unique side tables  
2. patterns age gracefully 3. game chest embellished with  

decorative motives 4. 8950 Polygon Drop

27
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DesiGn
Rings of fabrics that follow traditional British 
patterns (Paisley, Houndstooth, Glencheck) form 
the lampshades and dissolve toward the center. 
The crystals are given a new quality through their 
combination with the yarns that hold them in position. 

inspiRation
Traditionally crafted pieces that have withstood the 
ravages of time give us a sense of belonging, comfort, 
and intimacy. The patina of time makes everything 
richer, adding value and history to our contemporary 
approaches to life. Adorned textiles interlaced with 
crystals produce iconic lighting compositions. Fabrics 
and crystals cast fantastic shadows on walls.

CLASSIC
lighting inspiration By georg seeBacher

“Interweavement of heritage craftsmanship and future technology.”

1. traditionally colorful tweeds and checks  
2. traditional Gobelin covers the floors and sofas 3. glazed terracotta fashioned into  

a harmonious patchwork 4. 8950 Rectangular Prism 

28 29
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DesiGn
This design solution is composed of an arrangement 
of acrylic filaments that form a classic chandelier 
shape. The organically formed shade bears a striking 
resemblance to flower petals, where light shines 
through to illuminate the framework that is lined with 
Crystaltex Chaton Banding. These elements come 
together to render a floral design representative of the 
expression of beauty and the  
flow of energy.

inspiRation
We are embarking on a treasure hunt for the unique 
and authentic treasures of our cultural heritage to 
help us cope with our fast-paced world. Sensible to 
artisanal qualities, we again recognize the timeless 
value of precious curiosities in lighting. Crystals in 
dazzling shades hang from illuminated rods and  
create a dreamlike environment where the sense of 
harmony evolves.

CLASSIC
LIGHTING INSPIRATION BY DENNIS VETu (C7 DESIGN)

“Interplay between the emotional and the symbolic.”

1. antique cabinets bring spaces to life  
2. painted panels adorn spaces 3. shaded glassware highlighted  

with silver patterns 4. crystal Bronze shade  
5. 62030 crystaltex chaton Banding

31
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DesiGn
This progressive chandelier originated from melting 
together simple geometric forms to create a shape 
reminding us of bubbles, setting the focus on color 
gradients in the new colors Crystal Bronze Shade 
and Crystal Blue Shade and reflecting a mysterious 
aura. The precision-cut crystals create a sophisticated 
contrast to the raw oxidized surface. A wire 
construction holds the crystal bubble shapes in place.

inspiRation
The intertwining of nature and technology results 
in fascinating concepts that bring organic and 
uncontrollable natural aspects to design. Sensitive and 
surrealistic twists inspire formally constrained high-
tech thinking. Crystal shades inspired by wood and 
water flirt exquisitely with organic shapes. 
Compositions of fused copper spheres and dangling 
crystals create globular chandeliers.

progreSSIve
lighting inspiration From the swarovski elements  

in-house design team
“Shapes from another world are shimmering in the sky.”

1. bubble light sculpture 2. restless surfaces convey liquid states 3. metallic textiles with 
bleached effects 4. crystal Blue shade 5. crystal Bronze shade

32 33
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progreSSIve
lighting inspiration By georg seeBacher
“An organic play of layers of transparency and opacity.”

DesiGn
this design is inspired by a three-dimensional 
landscape implemented with seamlessly meshing 
opaque and translucent Corian layers. The crystals 
appear and disappear within these swinging organic 
bows, catching the beholder’s eye.

inspiRation
We see that science is extensive, but not all-knowing. 
Nature remains the greatest source of inspiration 
for innovation in science and design. We’re at a 
point where people, technology, and nature meet. 
Relief-inspired chandeliers blend with archaically 
cut crystals, paying tribute to nature’s sensuous 
rawness. Crystals dropping from multiple layers evoke 
impressions of precious clouds.

1. irregular silver relief effects look both raw and precious 2. surface relief  
creates three-dimensional wallpaper 3. openwork napkin holder with leaf structure  

4. 8950 Polygon Drop

35
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DesiGn
This design is inspired by folded sheet metal and the 
transformation of shapes. On the inside the columina 
surfaces are covered with crystals, while the LED light 
sources are invisibly sitting on the inside corners. The 
crystal glimmers through the cracks like light coming 
out of a cave.

inspiRation
the seeking mind dares to venture beyond the well-
known. We are embracing interactivity, sensitivity, and 
flexibility in our lives. Design is continuously in motion, 
undergoing change and coming to life in innovative 
natural lighting forms. The inside of irregular lighting 
shapes burst forth with luminescent sparkle, taming 
nature’s raw beauty.

progreSSIve
lighting inspiration By georg seeBacher

“Transformation of space – illusion of mirrors.”

1. crystal concrete made with swarovski elements 2. oxidized sideboard  
front with a lively copper composition 3. sanded and corroded effects bring surfaces to life  

4. Crystal Rocks 5. silver-cast bowl with a crafted, unfinished look

36
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DesiGn
Overgrown with crystal, this chandelier shows the 
imperfect beauty of life. The candles on the classic 
chandelier arms emit warm light while a second 
artificial light source glows from within. A soft gradient 
from Crystal, Crystal Bronze Shade, Crystal Silver 
Shade to Bronze Pearl underlines the enchantingly 
feminine look of the chandelier. Crystaltex Chaton 
Banding highlights the edges of the glass bowls.  
A transparent glass construction gives the object its 
refined silhouette.

inspiRation
Baroque romance connects with our deep-seated 
passion for both the ancient and the contemporary. 
The grandeur of the old masters merges with recent 
inspirations, generating enchanted dream worlds. 
Crystal-entwined chandeliers are reminiscent of the 
ephemeral delicacy of days gone by. Cascading crystal 
compositions encase lights in enchanting sparkle.

romAnTIC
lighting inspiration From the swarovski elements  

in-house design team
“A sleeping beauty that enchants and brings sparkle to your home.”

1. a layered pattern brings a touch of innovation to classic ceramics  
2. innovative manufacturing creates novel ornaments 3. swarovski elements wallpaper 

Collection: Plume 4. 8950 Spin Drop

39
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DesiGn
A never-ending black glass band winds through time 
and space, with light emitting from the centerpiece. 
Partly chromed and shiny surfaces make the crystals 
shine like water droplets on a leaf at sunrise. 

inspiRation
Looking toward the future means reflecting on our 
past. More than ever, we are intrigued by the works 
of the old masters and by historic monuments built 
for eternity, whether in honor of a culture, art, or 
aristocracy. Chandeliers are inspired by exciting twirls 
and sophisticated crystal shades. Crystals integrated 
into vibrant waves add baroque romance to lighting. 

romAnTIC
lighting inspiration By georg seeBacher

“A beginning with no end, resulting in fascinating simplicity.”

1. supersized classic candelabra in front of “Cashmere” from the SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS  
Wallpaper Collection 2. historical crafts inspire modern furniture 3. a fresh take on traditional pleats 

4. crystal Bronze shade
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DesiGn
A playful reinterpretation of traditional chandeliers 
with ornaments featuring baroque curves that give the 
design a nostalgic and modern touch. Crystal Fabric in 
Metallic Light Gold creates highlights on the laser-cut 
transparent acrylic. A Pear Shape in Crystal Bronze 
Shade and a drop created in Crystal Fabric hang from 
LED-illuminated arms.

inspiRation
We dream of a contemporary life filled with the 
comforts of tomorrow and the décor of yesteryear. 
Nostalgic desires resurface with romantic and 
luxuriously sculptural chandelier designs that aim 
to bring joy and a sense of fulfillment back into our 
lives. Modern materials are elegantly covered with 
shimmering crystal coating. Soft crystal dust produces 
fleeting light reflections.

romAnTIC
lighting inspiration From the swarovski elements  

in-house design team
“Baroque meets 21st century.”

1. iron lacework supports a glass table 2. cast silver featuring a classic pattern  
3. traditional baroque style is recreated using “Kohinoor Damask” from the SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS 

Wallpaper Collection 4. 57000 Crystal Fabric
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DesiGn
Bringing traditional Asian paper folding to mind, this 
opulent chandelier was created to show the new 
Rectangular Prism in combination with vibrant crystal 
in Crystal Red Magma. The rotated, powder-coated 
blank sheets are connected with rivets and open up to 
reveal cascading crystals. Crystaltex Chaton Banding 
in Jet Hematite sets accents on the edges of the folds. 

inspiRation
The fairy-tale and mystical character of the Orient 
stimulates our senses and imagination. We fall 
under the spell of opulent extravagance and vibrant 
sensuality. Chandeliers entice us to bathe in rich 
colors and imaginative shapes. Crystal waterfalls pour 
out from folded shades and enrich our lives with their 
treasure-like opulence. 

gLAmoUr
lighting inspiration From the swarovski elements  

in-house design team
“A fusion of ornaments, taking you to Asia.”

1. SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Wallpaper Collection: Kohinoor Damask  
2. geometric mosaic with multiple materials 3. dragons adorn a faceted goblet  

4. 8950 Rectangular Prism 5. 62030 crystaltex chaton Banding
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DesiGn
Inspired by traditional Asian and Eastern architecture, 
the inner and the outer forms of the shiny Parapan 
interact wonderfully. The crystals emerging from the 
inside create an illusion of depth. 

inspiRation
Passion is blown in from the East, bringing its rich 
cultural heritage and spiritual and mystical beauty  
our way. This powerful and energetic source of 
inspiration will enchant us more and more in the 
coming seasons. Chandeliers exquisitely veil crystals 
and surprise us with sparkling glimpses. The play 
between opulent shine and concealment evokes 
dreams about the Arabian Nights. 

gLAmoUr
lighting inspiration By georg seeBacher

“A mind-blowing play on perception, inspired by Asian and Eastern architecture.”

1. lounge area inspired by the east 2. shaded plisse creates dazzling movements 3. kimono 
silk cushion in passionate red 4. crystal Blue shade
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1. precious metals are combined in ornate vases 2. series of traditional  
oriental silks 3. dragons and ornaments are carved in marble 4. 8950 Spin Drop  

5. 62030 crystaltex chaton Banding 

DesiGn
Chinese lanterns often symbolize good luck and 
hope. A modern approach to this classic form shines 
light onto the crystal and casts sparks of joy onto its 
surroundings. Bringing to mind a Chinese lantern, 
the piece is constructed using an acrylic dome that 
encases fabric. This fabric diffuses the light and 
directs it to the bottom of the structure, where crystals 
are hung. 

inspiRation
Historic narrative art and design show us nature 
through the eyes of the East. Captivating scenes bring 
magic into our homes, adorning the palaces of the 
contemporary escapist. High-tech materials merge with 
lavish patterns and traditional lighting shapes. Twisted 
crystals transport the traditional lantern into the present.

gLAmoUr
LIGHTING INSPIRATION BY DENNIS VETu (C7 DESIGN)

“Uniting tradition and modern aesthetics.”
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deSIgnerS

swaRoVsKi eleMents in-house DesiGn teaM
as industrial designers within swarovski who have 
wide-ranging expertise in interior design, product 
design, and lighting design, we are passionate about 
using SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS to create objects that 
add sparkle to people's everyday lives. We work as a 
team to harness the power of light in our creations so 
that crystal can shine to its fullest. This enables us 
to fulfill the other part of our mission: to amaze and 
delight people from all walks of life with creations  
that will sparkle alongside them for a lifetime.

Dennis Vetu (c7 DesiGn)
As designers, we strive to be experts in creating social 
value. Our aim is to inspire people, the ways in which 
people relate to one another and the environment, 
and how they create meaning. Good design should 
therefore be judged in terms of its contribution to the 
factors that measure how people’s lives are improved, 
as no society can function to its full potential without 
substantial concern for the social dimension of design 
and its aim to construct new social experiences.

GeoRG seeBacheR
Curiosity forms the basis of understanding. It is 
therefore essential to see people as users. We 
must seek to understand their values, cultural 
backgrounds, and demands as future technological 
possibilities and also to connect all of these aspects. 
With this understanding, I passionately aspire to 
develop concepts and to implement them by creating 
fascinating products that meet emotional and 
functional requirements.
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SWAROVSKI SINGAPORE TRADING PTE. LTD.
2, Alexandra Road 
#03-01, Delta House
Singapore 159919
singapore
tel: +65 6661 6333
Fax: +65 6274 8177
swarovski-elements.sg@swarovski.com

pt crystalliZed elements
Cyber 2 Tower, 31st Floor unit B
JI. HR. Rasuna Said, Blok X5 No. 13
Jakarta 12950
indonesia
Tel: +62 21 2902 1451 / 52 / 53 
Fax: +62 21 2902 1454
ptcrystallized.id@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.
(Vietnam Representative Office)
Level 16 & 17, Gemadept Tower
6, Le Thanh Ton Street,
Ward Ben Nghe, District 1
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
tel: +84 8 62556768
Fax: +84 8 62556801
jeffrey.tan@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI (THAILAND) LTD.
849 Vorawat Building, 16th Floor, Room 1601 - 
1602,
Silom Road, Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500 
thailand
Tel: +662 635 1990
Fax: +662 635 1585
sirikarn.ngamboonsin@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI KOREA LTD.
1F, Dong Ho 38 Bldg
385-3, Shindang-Dong, Joong-Gu
Seoul, 100-450
korea
Tel: +82 2 3395 9136
Fax: +82 2 3442 5255
lucia.kim@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI JAPAN LTD.
Shinagawa Grand Central Tower, 3F
2-16-4 Konan, Minato-ku
Tokyo, 108-0075
Japan
tel: +81 3 6718 2382
Fax: +81 3 6718 2383
swarovski-elements.jp@swarovski.com

new ZealanD

SWAROVSKI INTERNATIONAL (NZ) LTD.
9B Vega Place, Rosedale
north shore city 0632
new Zealand
Tel: +64 9 970 3760
Fax: +64 9 912 0959
vivienne.gee@swarovski.com

austRalia

swarovski international  
(AuSTRALIA) PTY. LTD.
12 primrose avenue
P.O. Box 185 (N.S.W 1445)
Rosebery N.S.W. 2018
australia
tel: +61 2 8345 7200
Fax: +61 2 9313 6506
darren.solo@swarovski.com

swaRoVsKi coMMunication  
& cReatiVe seRVice centeRs 
woRlDwiDe

lonDon

swarovski corporate  
communications unit london
2nd Floor
21 Sackville Street
London, W1S 3DN
united kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7255 8400
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7255 8473
www.swarovski.tv
www.swarovskisparkles.com
www.atelierswarovski.com
www.swarovskicrystalpalace.com

los anGeles

SWAROVSKI NORTH AMERICA LTD.
Los Angeles Showroom, 
California Mart
110 E. 9th Street, Suite B771
Los Angeles, CA 90079-2827
usa
Tel: +1 213 489 2393
Fax: +1 213 489 1961

swarovski corporate communications  
unit & creative services center
8560 W. Sunset Blvd., Suite 200 
West Hollywood, CA 90069 
los angeles
Phone: 310-652- 0089 x3813
Fax: 310-652-0951

DuBai

swarovski middle east FZe
P. O. Box 17128, Jebel Ali Free Zone
dubai
united arab emirates
Tel: +971 4 881 6562
Fax: +971 4 881 5623
penelope.georgakis@swarovski.com
bansri.gagwani@swarovski.com

Milan

SWAROVSKI INTERNAZIONALE D’ITALIA S.P.A.
societa’ a socio unico
Via G. Puccini 3
20121 milano
italy
Tel: +39 02 722601
Fax: +39 02 72260 313
stefania.fedeli@swarovski.com

new YoRK

swarovski creative service center
29 West 57th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10019
usa
Tel: +1 212 935 4200
Fax: +1 212 935 8800
Toll free: 1 877 888 7980

paRis

SWAROVSKI FRANCE S.A.S.
15, Boulevard Poissonnière
75002 paris
France
tel: +33 1 4476 1515
Fax: +33 1 4476 1421
cic.france@swarovski.com

sÃo paulo

SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL COMPONENTS LTDA.
Alameda Itu, 852 - 13° Andar
01421-001 São Paulo – SP
Brazil
tel: +55 11 3088 8821
Fax: +55 11 3088 5976
comercial.br@swarovski.com

wattens

D. SWAROVSKI KG
6112 wattens
austria
tel: +43 5224 500 3307
Fax: +43 5224 501 3307
sandra.oconnor@swarovski.com

swaRoVsKi tRenD  
& application centeRs  
woRlDwiDe

honG KonG

9th Floor, 1063 King’s Road
Quarry Bay, Hong Kong
hong kong
tel: +852 2566 6301
Fax: +852 2807 1902

BeiJinG

Room 3610, Jing Guang Centre
Hu Jia Lou, Chao Yang District
Beijing 100020
china
Tel: +86 10 6597 8777
Fax: +86 10 6597 8779

shanGhai

Room 1602, The Headquarters Building
No. 168, Xizang Road (M)
shanghai 200001
china
Tel: +86 21 2306 9888
Fax: +86 21 6372 9180

GuanGZhou

Rm 2401-2403, 24/F, Teemtower, Teemall
208 tianhe road
guangzhou 510620
china
tel: +86 20 3813 2188
Fax: +86 20 3810 2278
toll Free: +86 400 880 1744

BanGKoK

SWAROVSKI (THAILAND) LTD.
849 Vorawat Building, 16th Floor, Room 1601 - 
1602,
Silom Road, Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500 
thailand
Tel: +662 635 1990
Fax: +662 635 1585
sirikarn.ngamboonsin@swarovski.com

toKYo Japan tac

SWAROVSKI JAPAN LTD.
Shinagawa Grand Central Tower, 3F
2-16-4 Konan, Minato-ku
Tokyo, 108-0075
Japan
tel: +81 3 6718 2382 
Fax: +81 3 6718 2383
swarovski-elements.jp@swarovski.com

euRope

For Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Benelux, 
Scandinavia, and Eastern Europe, please contact 
swarovski ag triesen:

swarovski aktiengesellschaFt
Dröschistrasse 15
Postfach 567
9495 Triesen
Liechtenstein
Tel: +423 399 5757
Fax: +423 399 5750
swarovskielements.li@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI FRANCE S.A.S.
15, Boulevard Poissonnière
75002 paris
France
tel: +33 1 4476 1515
Fax: +33 1 4476 1421
cic.france@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI HELLAS S.A. 
8 rodon street
17456 alimos-athens
Greece
Tel: +30 210 993 3020
Fax: +30 210 9903129
heliana.yiakoumaki@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI IBÉRICA, S.A.
C/ Llacuna, 10-20 1ª Planta
08005 Barcelona
spain
Tel: +34 932 857053
Fax: +34 933 670502
swarovskielementsinfo.ses@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI INTERNAZIONALE D´ITALIA S.P.A.
societa’ a socio unico
Via G. Puccini 3
20121 milano
italy
Tel: +39 02 722601
Fax: +39 02 72260 313
swarovskielements.italy@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI u.K. LTD.
2nd Floor
36 carnaby street
london w1F 7dr
united kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 207-851-9900
swarovskielements.li@swarovski.com

swarovski ooo
Korobeinikov pereulok 1, Office 4
119034 Moscow
russia
Tel: +7 495 258 8302
Fax: +7 495 258 8903
swarovskielements.li@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI KRİSTAL TİC.LTD.ŞTİ.
Abdi İpekçi Cad. Reasürans Han E Blok, No:57 Kat:5 
34367 Nişantaşı Şişli, Istanbul / TuRKEY
Tel :     +90 (0) 212 225 44 29
Fax :    +90 (0) 212 225 27 99
swarovski.turkey@swarovski.com

MiDDle east

swarovski middle east FZe
P.O. Box 17128, Jebel Ali Free Zone
dubai
united arab emirates
Tel: +971 4 881 6562
Fax: +971 4 881 5623
info.sme@swarovski.com

swarovski duBai llc
P.O. Box 117645
Office No 107, Golf Park Building
Garhoud, Dubai
united arab emirates
Tel: +971 4 2822027
Fax: +971 4 2822866
office.dubai@swarovski.com

India Head Office:
SWAROVSKI INDIA PVT. LTD.
A Centre, 4 LSC, Pocket 6 & 7
Sector C, Vasant Kunj
new delhi 110070
india
Tel: +91 11 46041000, +91 11 26136000
Fax: +91 11 26136065
konia.khanna@swarovski.com

South India Contact Office:
saleh center
No. 103, 1st Floor,
18/9 Cunningham Road
Bangalore – 560052
india
Tel: +91 80 30279870
Fax: +91 80 30279866
nirupama.nair@swarovski.com

noRth & south aMeRica

SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL COMPONENTS LTDA.
Alameda Itu, 852 - 13° Andar 
01421-001 São Paulo – SP
Brazil
tel: +55 11 3088 8821
Fax: +55 11 3088 5976
comercial.br@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI NORTH AMERICA LTD.
1 Kenney Drive, Cranston
Rhode Island 02920-4400
usa
tel: +1 401 463 5132 
Fax: +1 401 463 4707
Toll free: 1 800 463 0849
elements.sna@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI NORTH AMERICA LTD.
Los Angeles Showroom, 
California Mart
110 E. 9th Street, Suite B771
Los Angeles, CA 90079-2827
usa
Tel: +1 213 489 2393
Fax: +1 213 489 1961

SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL S.A. DE C.V., MEXICO
Av. Ejército Nacional No. 579
Piso 11, Local A
Col. Granada
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
C.P. 11520
México D.F.
Tel/Fax: +5255 5545 4509

asia

SWAROVSKI HONG KONG LTD.
9th Floor, Fortis Centre,
1063 king’s road 
Quarry Bay
hong kong
tel: +852 2566 6301
Fax: +852 2807 1902
swarovski-elements.hk@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI (GuANGZHOu)  
TRADING COMPANY LTD.
Rm 2401-2403, 24/F, Teemtower, Teemall
208 tianhe road
guangzhou 510620
china
tel: +86 20 3813 2188
Fax: +86 20 3810 2278
toll Free: +86 400 880 1744
swarovski-elements.cn@swarovski.com

SWAROVSKI (GuANGZHOu)  
TRADING COMPANY LTD.
Beijing Liaison Office
Room 3610, Jing Guang Centre
Hu Jia Lou, Chao Yang District 
Beijing 100020
china
Tel: +86 10 6597 8777
Fax: +86 10 6597 8779

SWAROVSKI (GuANGZHOu)  
TRADING COMPANY LTD.
Shanghai Liaison Office
Room 1602, The Headquarters Building
No. 168, Xizang Road (M) 
shanghai 200001
china
Tel: +86 21 2306 9888
Fax: +86 21 6372 9180

SWAROVSKI (GuANGZHOu)  
TRADING COMPANY LTD.
Dongguan Liaison Office
Room 2202, Kingdom Plaza
Dongcheng Central Road
Dongguan City 523129
china
Tel: +86 769 2276 4723
Fax: +86 769 2276 4708

SWAROVSKI (GuANGZHOu)  
TRADING COMPANY LTD.
Qingdao Liaison Office
Art & Technology Space Room No 1-506
No. 63, Haier Road
Qingdao 266061
china
Tel: +86 532 8099 9595
Fax: +86 532 8099 9596

SWAROVSKI (GuANGZHOu)  
TRADING COMPANY LTD.
Yiwu Liaison Office
Room 8911, Yinlian International Business Building
No. 1399, Chouzhou Road(North), Yiwu City
Zhejiang Province 
china
Tel: +86 579 8559 0903
Fax: +86 579 8559 0707

SWAROVSKI (GuANGZHOu)  
TRADING COMPANY LTD.
Shenzhen Liaison Office
Room 13G, Tower C, Lvgem Square
6009 Shennan Avenue, Futian District
shenZhen 518048
china
tel: +86 755 23605732
Fax: +86 755 23605735

SWAROVSKI TAIWAN LTD.
Taiwan Branch
3/F, No. 27 Chung Shan North Road
Section 1, Taipei 104
taiwan
tel: +886 2 2100 2611
Fax: +886 2 2100 2622
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pHoToS BY Christoph Sagel  

LiGHTiNG AND SpACES CrEATioNS BY SwArovSki ELEmENTS in-house Design Team /  

Georg Seebacher, www.georgseebacher.com / Dennis vetu (C7 Design), www.c7-design.com

iN CoLLABorATioN wiTH stijlinstituut amsterdam 

INSPIRATIONS
pages 22-23

CLASSiC 
Black and Gold lamp by Shining Light Studio

proGrESSivE
origami Chair by philip michael wolfson, 
photography by max Nilov

GLAmoUr
Dustcollector by Sebastiaan Straatsma,  
photography by Bob Goedewaagen

CLASSIC
pages 24-25
 2  image courtesy of morris

page 26-27
 2 image courtesy of morris

page 28-29
 1  Studio Toogood design for the flagship store  

of The rug Company in New York,  
photography by Simon watson, adjusted by 
stijlinstituut amsterdam

 2 Tony Duquette’s drawing room

PROgReSSIve
page 30-31 
 1  Smoke by mathieu Lehanneur, photography  

by matteo Gonet
 2  mercury Coffee Table by okHA interiors, 

photography by okHA interiors 

page 34-35 
 1  CrYSTAL CoNCrETE by Lang, photography  

by Birgit pichler
 2 Elementi Cabinet by Andrea Felice
 3 Carboniferous Table by Nucleo

ROmANTIC
page 36-37
 2 Stacked Hexahedra by michael Hansmeyer
 3  SwArovSki ELEmENTS wallpaper Collection: 

plume, photography by polly Eltes

page 38-39 
 1  SwArovSki ELEmENTS wallpaper Collection: 

Cashmere, photography by polly Eltes
 2  Subdivided Column prototype  

by michael Hansmeyer
 2 victoria Cabinet by Boca do Lobo 

page 40-41 
 2  Jardin D’Eden by marcel wanders

gLAmOuR
page 42-43 
 1 Carved lacquer furniture, Shanghai museum
 3 panglong vase by Chen-hsu Liu

page 44-45 
 1 Glamour Bar, Shanghai
 2 Top fabric by Eugène van veldhoven

page 46-47 
 1 placid Dragons by idee Liu

Add sparkle to your business  

with the world’s most  
distinctive crystAl elements.

promoTE YoUr iNGrEDiENTS AND LEArN  

morE ABoUT oUr BrANDiNG proGrAmS AT 

WWW.SWAROVSKI-ELEMENTS.COM/pARTNERS
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